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ABSTRACT
We report the temperature dependence of the dielectric function, the exciton binding energy
and the electronic transitions of crystallized ZnO thin film using spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE) and photoluminescence (PL). ZnO layers were prepared by sol-gel method and deposited
on crystalline silicon (Si) by spin coating technique. The ZnO optical properties were
determined between 300 K and 620 K. Rigorous study of optical responses was achieved in
order to demonstrate the quenching exciton of ZnO as a function of temperature. Numerical
technique named constrained cubic splines approximation (CCS), Tauc-Lorentz (TL) and
Tanguy dispersion models were selected for the ellipsometry data modeling in order to obtain
the dielectric function of ZnO. The results reveals that the exciton bound becomes widely
flattening at 470 K on the one hand, and on the other that the Tanguy dispersion law is more
appropriate for determining the optical responses of ZnO thin film in the temperature range of
300 K to 420 K. The Tauc-Lorentz, for its part, reproduces correctly the ZnO dielectric
function in 470 K to 620 K temperature range. The temperature dependence of the electronic
transition given by SE and PL shows that the exciton quenching was observed in 420 K to
~520 K temperature range. This quenching effect can be explained by the equilibrium
between the Coulomb force of exciton and its kinetic energy in the film. The kinetic energy
was found to induce three degrees of freedom of the exciton.
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1. Introduction
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a versatile functional semiconductor owing to its interesting
characteristics such as: wide band-gap ~3.37 eV, large exciton binding energy ~60 meV at
room temperature (RT), transparency, abundance in nature, high electron mobility, thermal
stability and piezoelectric properties. These characteristics make ZnO as a promising
candidate for several applications in optoelectronics [1, 2], photocatalytic [3], gaz sensing [4],
transducers [5] and solar cells [6]. The knowledge of the temperature dependence of the ZnO
optical properties is a crucial issue to exploit ZnO devices in harsh conditions.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) technique is a powerful tool to determine the optical constant
of materials [7, 8]. As the ellipsometry is an indirect characterization tool, the combination of
a dispersion law and a physical model is required to exploit SE data. Several dispersion laws
such as Forouhi-Bloomer [9], Tauc-Lorentz (TL) [10], Tanguy [11] were used to extract the
optical constants of ZnO by modeling spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) data. Recently Gilliot
et al.[12] have successfully described the ZnO dielectric function at RT using numerical
technique based on the constrained cubic spline (CCS) [13]. This technique is consistent with
Kramers-Kronig relations [14].
Rai et al.[15, 16] have investigated the optical properties of ZnO thin films by transmittance
spectroscopy from 78 K to 450 K. They have demonstrated a linear dependence between
Urbach energy and the exciton band [15]. The absorption spectrum exhibits a defect bound in
the visible spectral range [16]. Due to the presence of exciton band, they have shown that the
Tauc plot does not yield to an accurate energy gap value. Therefore, the authors have
proposed a physical model, which takes into account the Urbach tail, the exciton transition
and the valence band to conduction band transition. However, this model does not reproduce
correctly the absorption spectra of ZnO at 300 K [16]. Hauschild et al.[17] have reported the
temperature dependence of the band-gap energy and the broadening of the exciton
luminescence band of ZnO thin films grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy. They have
also proposed a physical model to explain the origin of the band-gap shift with increasing
temperature. Indeed, the band-gap shift was explained by a combination of the lattice
dilatation and the electron-phonon interaction. In these previous works in literature, the
temperature dependence of the exciton binding energy have not considered in the analysis of
the Urbach energy [15], the absorption spectrum [16] and the band-gap energy shift [17]. In
addition, the studies of optical constants by SE have focused on the ZnO optical
characteristics at only the RT [18–23].
2
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In the present work, we have determined the ZnO dielectric function by SE in temperature
range of the 300 K to 620 K. Firstly, the CCS was selected for the ellipsometry data modeling
in order to obtain the dielectric function of ZnO. Then, the obtained dielectric function was
fitted by TL and Tanguy dispersion equations. The temperature dependence of the exciton
binding energy was determined using both Tanguy and TL models. We observe that the
exciton bound becomes widely flattening at 470 K and that the Tanguy dispersion is more
appropriate for determining the optical response of ZnO thin films in the temperature range of
300 K to 420 K. However, the Tauc-Lorentz reproduces correctly the ZnO dielectric function
in 470 K to 620 K temperature range. The electronic transition energy extracted from the
imaginary part of dielectric function was studded by taking into account the exciton
quenching. In addition, a rigorous comparison between temperature dependent SE and
photoluminescence (PL) measurements is given and analyzed.

2. Experimental
We have used the sol-gel method to elaborate the ZnO thin film. The concentration of ZnO in
methoxyethanol was taking 0.6 mol/L. The molar ratio of ZnO to monoethanolamin was
maintained to 1. The mixture was, then, stirred for 2 hours at 60°C. Monethanolamin (MEA)
is used at the same time as a base and a complexing agent [24]. The resulting solution was
kept 48 hours in aging at RT. A droplet of particles in suspension was deposited by spin
coating at 3000 rpm on crystalline silicon substrate (Si). A preheating step at 250 °C is used to
evaporate the solvents and to remove the organic residues [25]. This deposition and
preheating process was repeated eight times. Finally, the films were annealed at 600°C during
2 hours. This annealing temperature has been chosen in order to obtain a good crystal quality
necessary to observe the optical exciton effect [1].
The optical response of ZnO layers were investigated using a phase modulated ellipsometer
(Horiba Jobin Yvon, UVISEL) in the 0.6 eV–4.6 eV spectral range. The measurements were
performed at an angle of incidence of 70° by varying the temperature from 300 K to 620 K
with a LINKAM heating system.
Ellipsometry measures the changes of the polarization state between the incident and the
reflected light on the samples. The measured values are the ellipsometric angles  and .
They are related to the ratio between the reflection coefficients of the sample for p-polarized
light (rp) and s-polarized light (rs) by the following relationship [8]:
3
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iΔ

rp / rs = tan ψe ,

Eq. (1)

The UVISEL ellipsometer measures the IS and IC parameters which are related to the
ellipsometric angles by [26]:
Is = sin 2ψsin Δ

and

Ic = sin 2ψcos Δ.

Eq. (2)

Temperature dependent PL measurements were carried out, using a monochromator with a
600 grooves/mm grating combined with CCD camera (spectral resolution of 0.23 nm) over a
wide range of temperature from 10 K to 300 K in a He closed-circuit cryostat. For the higher
temperature, the measurements were performed using LINKAM heating system from 300 K
to 620 K. The excitation was performed at 325 nm (~3.82 eV) by using a feeble power 5 mW
He-Cd laser to avoid heating up the sample.

3. Results and discussion
3.1

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements

Fig. 1 shows the variation of Ic and Is ellipsometric spectra measured for ZnO deposited on Si
substrate. In the spectral range between 0.65 eV and 2 eV (I), Ic and Is show no change with
the temperature. In this range, the ZnO is transparent and the observed interferences with
large oscillations amplitude can be attributed to the multiple internal reflections at the
interface between the ZnO film and Si substrate. In the spectral range from 2.1 eV to 3.5 eV
(II), the Ic and Is spectra show that the exciton contribution changes with the temperature.
This exciton band, showed in Fig. 1, traduces the crystalline quality of ZnO layer. The X-Ray
diffraction of ZnO was performed and that give the same results that reported in our previous
work where the ZnO is crystallized in a hexagonal wurtzite lattice with c-axis perpendicular
to the substrate [27]. We can see clearly in the insert of Fig. 1 that the exciton behavior is
shifted to lower energies and its amplitude decreases with the temperature. Concerning the
spectral range between 3.5 eV and 4.6 eV (III), Ic and Is show no variation with the
temperature. This energy range is characterized by high absorption resulting from the interband transitions in ZnO film. More information can be obtained after modeling Ic and Is
spectra by a selected physical model.
4
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of ellipsometric experimental spectra (Ic, Is) of ZnO at an
angle of incidence of 70°. The temperature varies from 300 K to 620 K.
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3.1.1

Modeling of ellipsometric data by constrained cubic splines

A physical model is required to extract optical constants, thickness of different layers and
their composition from the analysis of the Ic and Is spectra. Experimental SE spectra are fitted
by minimizing the following mean-square error () using the Levenberg-Marquardt [8]:

 =

where IC

, IS

i(th)

i(th)

and IC

i(exp)

(

1 N
∑
N i=1

, IS

i(exp)

IC

i(th)

‒ IC

2

i(exp )

δIC

) (
+

IS

i(th)

‒ IS

i(exp )

δIS

)

2

,

Eq. (3)

are the theoretical and experimental values of IC and IS,

respectively. N is the number of collected data. δIC and δIS are the standard deviation of
ellipsometry measurements.
In our previous work [11], different structural techniques have been used to study physical
properties of ZnO/Si films elaborated with the similar sol-gel method reported in this paper.
We have found that the ZnO film is composed of three ZnO porous sublayers on SiO2/Si
substrate. Thereby, the physical model used for SE data analysis is shown in Fig. 2. In this
model each layer is considered as a mixture between ZnO and void described by an effective
dielectric function according to the Bruggeman effective medium theory [28]. In the
modeling, the known parameters are the dielectric functions of Si substrate [29] and SiO2 [30].
Also, the unknown parameters are the thickness of each layer, the volume fractions and the
dielectric function of ZnO.
The thickness and the composition of each layer are determined after optimization of the
sample structure in the ZnO transparence range (I). The SiO2 native oxide thin sublayer is set
to 3 nm. The ZnO layer thickness and volume fraction values are given in Table 1.
L 3 ZnO
L2
L1
3 nm

Void
ZnO
ZnO

Void
Void

SiO2

Substrate: Si
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Fig. 2. Physical model of ZnO/Si sample.
Table 1. Composition and thickness of each sublayer associated to the model in Fig. 1.
Sublayer

L1

L2

L3

Thickness (nm)

170

60

50

ZnO (%)

86

72

6

Void (%)

14

28

94

In the range (I), the period of oscillations depends on the film thickness. The expansion of the
thickness between 300 K to 620 K can be calculated by the following equation:
Eq. (4)

∆L = α ∥ c L0 (T–T0),

where α ∥ c is the thermal expansion coefficient along the c-axis i.e the axis perpendicular to
the substrate. T is the temperature and L0 is the film thickness at T0 = 300 K.
For α ∥ c, we choose the tabulated constant (47 10

‒7

K

‒1

) at 600 K [31]. According to the

film thickness (280 nm) at 300 K, the highest variation of thickness ∆L is equal to 0.42 nm.
As result, the ZnO thickness (L=L0 + ∆L≈L0) is almost independent of temperature.
Consequently, the optical path length is almost constant (nrL(T)≈nrL0) enabling the
reproduction of the same oscillations with temperature as is seen in the energy range (I). Thus,
the physical model (Fig. 2) is the same for all temperature ranging from 300 K to 620 K.
Once the physical model is determined, we use the CCS technique, which is more suitable for
the determination of the dielectric function with temperature. The principle of CCS method is
based on the determination of the imaginary part of dielectric function by a collection of
connected splines. Each spline is given by third order polynomial that links successive energy
nodes [12]. Note that a too high number of nodes may induce some correlation between them.
Since the ZnO material exhibits an exciton effect around its band-gap (3.37 eV) [1], it is
necessary to introduce more nodes around this band-gap but also around all particular spectral
features shown in the Fig. 1. For this, the imaginary dielectric function of ZnO were divided
into a set of splines using 20 nodes located at 0.6, 1, 2, 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.9, 3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.34,
3.36, 3.37, 3.38, 3.4, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 6.0 eV. The intrinsic ZnO is transparent in low energy
spectral range. In the previous work [11], the transparent range for ZnO is until to 2 eV.
7
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Hence, the imaginary part of dielectric function is set to zero from 0.6 eV to 2 eV and the 17
nodes between 2.1 and 6.0 eV were used in the data fitting. The fitted parameters are the
spline ordinate components associated to the selected energy nodes and the dielectric constant
at high energy ε . Through these splines, the IC
∞
with experimental measurements IC

i(exp)

and IS

i(th)

i(exp)

and IS

i(th)

are calculated and compared

by minimizing the mean square error 

The fit yielding the lowest residual  is kept as the solution. Good agreement between
measured and calculated ellipsometric spectra (Ic, Is) at 300 K, 420 K, 520 K and 620 K is
shown in Fig. 3. For spectra recorded at higher temperature, the nodes between 2.9 eV and 3.4
eV are shifted to lower energy. This shift reproduces the same temperature dependence of
measured spectra as shown in Fig. 1. The real part is calculated from the Kramers-Kronig
relations.
3.1.2

Dielectric function of ZnO

The corresponding real and imaginary parts of ZnO dielectric function are depicted in Fig. 4.
The pick of the real part (see the insert in Fig. 4a) is shifted and its amplitude decreases with
increasing temperature. Similarly, the absorption tail and the exciton band displayed in the
insert in Fig. 4b are shifted to lower energy as the temperature increases. We attribute ET to
the intense electronic transition displayed in Fig. 4b. A typical exciton band of crystallized
ZnO stills up to 420 K as shown in the top of the insert of Fig. 4b and in the Fig. 3. However,
for the temperature higher than 420 K, the sharp of ZnO exciton band becomes widely
flattening and blue-shifted. Even if the CCS method is adequately to evaluate the variation of
the ZnO dielectric function with temperature, it is unable to give the physical parameters such
as the band-gap energy or the exciton binding energy. For this reason, we have fitted by
Tanguy model the ZnO dielectric function obtained by CCS method. The result is given in
Fig. 5. Five free parameters is considered in the Tanguy dispersion: the amplitude factor (A),
the band-gap energy (Eg), the exciton binding energy (R), the damping factor ( and the
dielectric constant at high photon energy ε∞ [11]. This dispersion takes into account the
electronics transitions around the band-gap and the Wannier exciton effect of semiconductor
material.
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Fig. 3. Measured and calculated by CCS ellipsometric spectre (Ic, Is) of ZnO at (a) 300 K, (b)
420 K, (c) 545 K and (d) 620 K.
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Fig. 4. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of ZnO dielectric function determined by CCS.
The Tanguy dispersion reproduces accurately the absorption tail and the exciton band of CCS
dielectric function from 300 K to 420 K (see the insert in Fig. 5). However, for temperature
higher than 470 K, a disagreement between Tanguy dispersion law and the CCS dielectric
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function can be observed in this figure. Unlike the CCS dielectric function, Tanguy shows a
narrow band exciton. This disagreement is also shown in Fig. 6a by the abruptly increasing of
 from the temperature 470 K  Fig. 6a). For that, we have then fitted the CCS dielectric
function by the TL model. The results are given in Fig. 5.
In addition of Eg, A and ε∞, two other free parameters: the energy of the absorption around
band edge (E0) and the broadening parameter associated to the absorption band (C) are fitted
to determine the dielectric function of ZnO [23]. This dispersion law combines the empirical
Tauc’s expression for the band edge onset with the absorption around band-gap energy given
by the classical Lorentz oscillator. We note that the TL dispersion law with one oscillator (A,
E0, C) is unsuitable for reproduce the CCS dielectric function. Whereas, the TL dispersion
with two oscillators is appropriate for reproducing the broadening of the absorption band in
the temperature range of 470 K to 620 K as can be seen in the insert of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, in
the temperature range of 300 K to 420 K, the TL model and the CCS show a disagreement
concerning the broadness and the amplitude of the pick of dielectric function.
Furthermore, the smaller  values are obtained in the 300 K to 420 K and 470 K to 620 K
temperature ranges for the Tangy and TL models, respectively. In addition, the temperature
range 420 K to 470 K can be considered as the threshold temperature between Tanguy and TL
dispersion laws. This threshold temperature can be explained by the exciton quenching. Fig.
6b shows the temperature dependence of the exciton binding energy (R) determined by the
Tanguy dispersion. This figure also shows the kinetic energy in the ZnO film. We have found
that its follows (3/2)kBT energy with the temperature (T). Note that kB is the Boltzmann
constant. Above the (3/2)kBT, the R value is almost constant as can be seen in Fig. 6b. In this
Fig, the R value crosses the kinetic energy line at around 430 K traducing the equilibrium
between the Coulomb force of exciton and the kinetic energy in the film. Below the (3/2)kBT
line, the exciton energy is quenched. This thermal energy at around 430 K allows the
quenching of the exciton and subsequently the temperature range validity of TL dispersion
law. Hence, the (3/2)kBT traduces that the exciton has three degree of freedom.
The temperature dependence of the ET energy (extracted from Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 7.
Firstly, ET values decrease up to the temperature 420 K. This ET transition is assigned to the
free exciton transition energy:
ET = Eg–R.

11
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Then, the ET is blue-shifted by 66 meV at the temperature 470 K. This energy value is in the
same energy order as R (56 meV). Hence, this shift is due to the quenching of the exciton just
below the conduction band allowing to the transition between the valence band to the
conduction band. Finally, the ET value at temperature higher than 470 K is attributed to the
band-gap transition. In the insert of Fig. 7, it is shown the temperature dependence of the
band-gap energy. Indeed, we assume that below 420 K, the band-gap energy value is
incremented by the R energy (66 meV). Above 420 K, only the band-gap energy value is
considered. This band gap energy is varying linearly in the studied temperature range in
agreement with literature [33].
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Fig. 5. Real and imaginary parts of dielectric function of ZnO by CCS fitted by TL and
Tanguy dispersion laws at (a) 300 K, (b) 420 K, (c) 470 K and at (d) 620 K.
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3.2

Spectroscopic Photoluminescence measurements

Fig. 8 depicts the ZnO luminescence spectra (log plot-normalized scale) in the UV range 2.85
eV–3.42 eV for temperatures comprised from 300 K to 620 K. The increase of temperature
induces a red-shift for UV band with a decrease by 3 times in intensity. We note, also, than
despite the decrease in intensity, the PL still up to the highest temperature reliable by our
setup (620 K). Additionally, it is clear that the luminescence band is asymmetric up to 470 K.
This band includes two shoulders at its extremity (1) and (3). Hence, we can distinguish three
contributions marked (1), (2) and (3) in Fig. 8. Note that the energetic position of (2) band is
nearly equidistant to the bands (1) and (3). Their energetic difference is around to (72 meV)
the longitudinal optical phonon energy of ZnO [34]. Therefore, we propose to attribute the
three peaks (1), (2) and (3) to FX and its first (FX’) and second (FX’’) replica phonons,
respectively. The FX’ intensity is higher than the FX one as it has been already observed [33,

log (PL Intensity normalized )(a. u.)

35].
(2)
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(3)
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320 K
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420 K
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3.28
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Fig. 8. Temperature dependence PL spectra of near-band-edge emissions of ZnO
from 300 K to 620 K.
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To get deeper insight of the PL exciton contributions occurring in ZnO thin films, we have
carried out the PL measurement in the temperature range 10 K–280 K in a He closed-circuit
cryostat. The luminescence spectrums from 10 K to 620 K are summarized in Fig. 9. First of
all, defects in the low energy range are observed only in this second set of measurements
revealing small difference with PL measurements above RT. This difference at low energy
displays despite the relatively structure crystalline quality already reported [11]. We can
clearly see that the UV band decreases in intensity with the temperature mainly in the
temperature range 300 K to 470 K. The band centered at 3.37 eV at 10 K may be attributed to
free exciton transition (FX) in good agreement with the literature [1, 36]. A large band (3.3
eV to 3.35 eV) labeled (II) merges at 10 K. The origin of this band is not clear. According to
the literature, some bound excitons are located in this energy range. The two-electron satellite
transitions are observed in the range 3.32 eV–3.34 eV [37-39]. The acceptor-bound excitons
(AX) are located in the range 3.35 eV–3.36 eV [37]. The exciton bound to the structural
defects (Y_line) commonly seen in some II-VI semiconductor as ZnSe and ZnTe [38]. This
Y_line exciton bound is situated at 3.33 eV [38]. In addition, the FX’ is reported at 3.3 eV
[39]. In our case, the FX’ is already observed at temperature higher than 300 K as shown in
Fig. 8. Hence, we attribute this band (II) to a combination between FX’ and both or one of the
two bound excitons AX and Y_line. The broad band at 3.19 eV may be assigned to the
exciton bounded to the donor-acceptor pairs defects (DAP) [40].
Fig. 10 displays the temperature dependence of FX transition energy (EFX) extracted from 10
K to 470 K. In literature, some empirical formulas are used to simulate this red-shift such as
Varshni [41], Cody [42], Vina [43]… However, no physical origin of the modification of EFX
transition is clearly given by these models. Indeed here, this recorded shift can be explained
by the contribution of two phenomena: the lattice expansion and the electron-phonon
interactions [44]. The contribution of the lattice expansion can be modulated by the following
formula [41]:

lat

dEg T

'

'

∆E (T) =‒ D dp ∫0αV(T )dT ,

where D is the bulk modulus of ZnO [45],

dEg
dp

Eq. (6)

the pressure dependent band gap [46] and αV

the thermal expansion coefficient [31].
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3.20
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Energy (eV)
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Fig. 9. Temperature dependence PL spectra of near-band-edge emissions of ZnO from 10 K to
620 K.
On the other hand, electron-phonon (e-pho) interaction leads to an additional shift for EFX as
describing by [47]:

∆E

α

∞
(T) =‒ k ∫0

e ‒ pho

B

E ρ(E)
E/k T
B

e

dE,

Eq. (7)

‒1

α is free parameter which needs to be adjusted, E is the energy of phonon and ρ(E) is the
normalized phonon density of states [48]. Hence, the total shift is the sum of these two
contributions. The energetic position of FX is fitted using this equation:
lat

Esim(T) = E(0) + ∆E (T) + ∆E

e ‒ pho

(T),

Eq. (8)

where E(0) is the second parameter which needs to be adjusted.
The equation (8) reproduces the EFX displacement from 10 K to 470 K in Fig. 10. The fitting
parameters α and E(0) are 0.20 meV/K and 3.37 eV, respectively. The EFX shifts to low
energy by around 161 ± 8 meV in the temperature range 10 K–470 K. Hauschild et al.[17] are
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measured, for thin ZnO film, almost the same displacement (165 meV) in the same
temperature range for thin ZnO film. Hence, this result confirms our previous hypothesis of
the localization of the EFX in Fig. 8. The E

e ‒ pho

is closer to EFX than E

lat

as shown in Fig. 10.

As consequence, the e-pho interactions have the major contribution in the red-shift of EFX
band with increasing temperature. The small contribution of the lattice expansion confirms the
same constant physical model with temperature used in ellipsometry characterization. As
shown in Fig. 8, the UV band is more symmetric at temperature higher than 470 K. We
present the position of the half higher energetic Emax in Fig. 10. Using the fitting parameter of
Esim, we can extrapolate fitted result up to 620 K. We remark that Emax from 520 K to 620 K
are located uppermost Esim. This blue-shift can be the consequence of the recombination
between hole in the valence band and electron in the conduction band. Although, this
enhances to conclude the quenching of exciton around 470 K as in agreement with
ellipsometry results.
E(0)

3.36

∆𝐄
∆𝐄

𝐥𝐚𝐭

𝐞 ‒ 𝐩𝐡𝐨

lat

E

3.32

Energy (eV)

≈ 161 ± 8 meV

3.28
3.24
3.20
3.16

FX
max

e-pho

e-pho

E

e-pho

E  E
 
lat
lat
E  E  
e-pho
lat
Esim E
 E  
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of the FX transition energy. Fitting models composed by
two intrinsic contributions of ZnO: lattice expansion and electron-phonon interaction.

4. Conclusion
In summary, ZnO thin film synthesized by sol-gel method was subject of a detailed optical
study by ellipsometry over the temperature range 300 K to 620 K and by PL in the
temperature range of 10 K to 620 K. This study was highlighted the temperature dependent
dielectric function, electronic transitions and exciton binding energy of ZnO thin film. We
have demonstrated that the constrained cubic splines approximation is a suitable numerical
method for determining the temperature dependence of the dielectric function of ZnO. The
obtained dielectric function was also extracted by Tauc-Lorentz and Tanguy dispersion
equations. Tanguy model was found to be more appropriate for optical responses of ZnO thin
film in the temperature range of 300 K to 420 K. However, the Tauc-Lorentz reproduces
correctly the ZnO dielectric function in 470 K to 620 K temperature range. We found that the
ZnO exciton band is widely flattening and blue-shifted by the same energy order than the
exciton binding at 470 K. In 420 K to ~ 520 K temperature range, both SE and PL techniques
show that the exciton is quenched. These results infer that the quenching of exciton is
occurred when the equilibrium between the Coulomb force of exciton and its kinetic energy in
ZnO film is reached. This kinetic energy was found to induce a three degree of freedom of
exciton.
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Highlights








Constrained cubic splines approximation was demonstrated as a suitable numerical
method for determining the temperature dependence of the dielectric function of ZnO.
Tanguy optical model can be consider as the more appropriate dispersion model for
determining the optical responses of ZnO thin film in the temperature range of 300 K to
420 K.
Tauc-Lorentz optical model can be consider as the more appropriate dispersion model for
determining the optical responses of ZnO thin film in the temperature range of 470 K to
620 K.
Both ellipsometry and photoluminescence techniques show the quenching exciton in 420
K to ~ 520 K temperature range.
The exciton quenching was attributed to the equilibrium between the Coulomb force of
exciton and its kinetic energy in ZnO film.

